Challenges for Securing Cyber Physical Systems
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Abstract
We discuss three key challenges for securing cyberphysical systems: (1) understanding the threats, and
possible consequences of attacks, (2) identifying the
unique properties of cyber-physical systems and their
differences from traditional IT security, and (3) discussing security mechanisms applicable to cyberphysical systems. In particular, we analyze security
mechanisms for: prevention, detection and recovery,
resilience and deterrence of attacks.

1. Introduction
Cyber-physical systems (CPS) have been at the
core of critical infrastructures and industrial control
systems for many decades, and yet, there have been
few confirmed cases of computer-based attacks. CPS,
however, are becoming more vulnerable to computer
attacks for many reasons [5].
In this paper we analyze some of the growing
concerns for the security of CPS. We first discuss the
need to develop adversary models for CPS. Then, we
identify some of the new and fundamentally different
problems that we encounter in CPS as compared to
traditional IT security. We end the paper by outlining
some research directions for preventing, detecting,
responding, surviving, and deterring computer attacks.

2. Adversary Model
A systematic study of the security of any system
requires the description of the threats we expect to face.
Developing an adversary model is a way to understand
the scope of the problem and assess the risks.
We now describe some potential attackers, their
motivations, and their resources.

Cybercriminals compromise computers anywhere
they can find them (even in control systems). These
attacks may not be targeted (i.e., they do not have
the intention of harming control systems), but may
cause negative side effects: control systems infected
with malware may operate inappropriately. In 2006,
for example, an attacker compromised a computer at
a water filtering plant in Pennsylvania and used it
as its own distribution system for spam and pirated
software [9]. Another famous example of these type
of attacks occurred in January 2003, when computers
infected with the Slammer worm shut down safety
display systems at the Davis-Besse power plant in Oak
Harbor, Ohio. The Slammer worm was not designed
to attack control systems, but the use of commodity
IT software by control systems allowed this generalpurpose worm to infect computers used in safetycritical systems.
Disgruntled employees are currently the major
source of targeted computer attacks against control
systems. The most well-known computer security incident in control systems is the attack on Maroochy
Shire Council’s sewage control system in Queensland,
Australia, in 2000 [25]. The culprit of the attack on
Maroochy Shire was a disgruntled ex-employee of
the contractor company that had installed the control
system, and who was trying to convince the water
treatment company to hire him to solve the problem.
Recently, there have been many more reported attacks
caused by disgruntled employees [1], [2], [16], [22].
These attacks are important from a security point of
view because they are caused by insiders: individuals
with authorized access to computers and networks used
by control systems; so even if control networks were
completely isolated from public networks (and the
Internet), attacks by insiders would still be possible.
Because disgruntled employees generally act alone,
the potential consequences of their attacks may not

be as damaging as the potential harm caused by larger
organized groups.
Terrorists, activists, and organized criminal
groups are another potential threat to control systems.
While there is no concrete evidence that terrorists or
activists have targeted control systems via computer
attacks, there is some evidence on the possible involvement of criminal groups. In 2008, a senior analyst
for the CIA mentioned that there was evidence of
computer intrusions into some European power utilities
followed by extortion demands [12]. Attacking control
systems for extortion is not new. Physical attacks –
for extortion and terrorism– are a reality in some
countries [20]. Cyber-attacks are a natural progression
to physical attacks: they are cheaper, less risky for the
attacker, are not constrained by distance, and are easier
to replicate and to coordinate.
Nation states may also be a possible threat to
control systems. While some national-security officials
claim that the electric grid in the U.S. has been
penetrated by spies [11], others claim that the Soviet
Union was the victim of an attack during the cold war
(in 1982) when a logic bomb caused a gas pipeline
explosion in Siberia [23]. In general, it should be
no surprise that most military powers are looking
into future attack technologies, including cyber-attacks
against the physical infrastructure of other nations.

2.1. Attacks
Attackers may be able to launch unique attacks to
control systems (i.e., attacks that are not possible in
traditional IT systems). One possible example can be
resonance attacks. In a resonance attack, an attacker
that has compromised some sensors or controllers will
force the physical system to oscillate at its resonant
frequency.
We believe that a major research challenge is to
identify and categorize the new type of attacks that
are possible in control systems, and to examine their
possible consequences.

2.2. Consequences of an Attack
To our knowledge there has not been a publiclyavailable analysis of the possible consequences to
attacks against critical infrastructures. In our view,
while some of the reports on SCADA security might
appear overly alarmist (safety safeguards in most control systems might prevent major catastrophes), the fact
that a user is able to obtain unauthorized privileges in
a control system should be taken seriously.

The Maroochy Shire incident in 2000 showed some
of the effects that attacks can have. We believe that an
important direction for future research is on identifying
the risks and consequences of a successful attack.

3. Differences between corporate IT security and CPS IT security
While it is clear that the security of control systems
has become an active area in recent years, we believe
that, so far, no one has been able to articulate what
is new and fundamentally different in this field from
a research point of view compared to traditional IT
security.
In this paper we would like to start this discussion
by summarizing some previously identified differences
and by proposing some new problems.
The property of control systems that is most commonly brought up as a distinction with IT security is
that software patching and frequent updates, are
not well suited for control systems. For example,
upgrading a system may require months of advance
in planning of how to take the system offline; it is,
therefore, economically difficult to justify suspending
the operation of an industrial computer on a regular
basis to install new security patches. Some security
patches may even violate the certification of control
systems.
In a recent anecdote, on March 7 of 2008, a nuclear power plant was accidentally shutdown because
a computer used to monitor chemical and diagnostic
data from the plant’s business network rebooted after a
software update. When the computer rebooted, it reset
the data on the control system, causing safety systems
to errantly interpret the lack of data as a drop in water
reservoirs that cool the plant’s radioactive nuclear fuel
rods [17].
Another property of control systems that is commonly mentioned is the real-time requirements of control systems. Control systems are autonomous decision
making agents which need to make decisions in real
time. While availability is a well studied problem in
information security, real-time availability provides a
stricter operational environment than most traditional
IT systems.
Large industrial control systems also have a large
amount of legacy systems. Several research efforts
have tried to provide lightweight cryptographic mechanisms to ensure data integrity and confidentiality [27],
[30]. The recent IEEE P1711 standard is designed for
providing security in legacy serial links [14]. Having
some small level of security is better than having no

security at all; however, we believe that most of the
efforts done for legacy systems should be considered
as short-term solutions. For properly securing critical
control systems the underlying technology must satisfy
some minimum performance requirements to allow the
implementation of well tested security mechanisms and
standards.
Not all operational differences are more severe in
control systems than in traditional IT systems. By comparison to enterprise systems, control systems exhibit
comparatively simpler network dynamics: Servers
change rarely, there is a fixed topology, a stable
user population, regular communication patterns, and a
limited number of protocols. Therefore, implementing
network intrusion detection systems may be easier than
in traditional enterprise systems [6].

3.1. New Security Problems in Control Systems
While all these differences are important, we believe
that the major distinction of control systems with
respect to other IT systems is the interaction of the
control system with the physical world.
In general, information security has developed mature technologies and design principles (authentication, access control, message integrity, separation of
privilege, etc.) that can help us prevent and react
to attacks against control systems. However, research
in computer security has focused traditionally on the
protection of information. Researchers have not considered how attacks affect the estimation and control
algorithms –and ultimately, how attacks affect the
physical world.
We argue that while the current tools of information
security can give necessary mechanisms for the security of control systems, these mechanisms alone are not
sufficient for the defense-in-depth of control systems.
We believe that by understanding the interactions of
the control system with the physical world, we should
be able to
1) Better understand the consequences of an attack:
so far there is no research on how an adversary
would select an strategy once it has obtained
unauthorized access to some control network
devices.
2) Design novel attack-detection algorithms: by understanding how the physical process should behave based on our control commands and sensor
measurements, we can identify if an attacker is
tampering with the control or sensor data.
3) Design new attack-resilient algorithms and architectures: if we detect an attack we may be able

to change the control commands to increase the
resiliency of the system.

4. Countermeasures
Up to now, most of the effort for protecting control
systems (and in particular SCADA) has focused on
reliability (the protection of the system against random
faults). There is, however, an urgent growing concern
for protecting control systems against malicious cyberattacks [4], [8], [10], [28], [29].

4.1. Prevention
We believe that the major research challenge for
preventing the compromise of control systems is to
identify ways in which asset owners and vendors of
control systems will be motivated to follow best security practices. There are currently some efforts in this
direction, in particular from the standards community.
Several sectors –including chemical, oil and gas, and
water– are currently developing programs for securing their infrastructure. The electric sector is leading
the way with the North American Electric Reliability Corporation (NERC) cybersecurity standards for
control systems [19]. NERC is authorized to enforce
compliance to these standards, and it is expected that
all electric utilities are fully compliant with these
standards by 2010.
NIST SP 800-53 Revision 3—the guideline for
security best practices which federal agencies should
meet—includes in its appendix a section on the security of industrial control systems. In addition, NIST has
also published a Guide to Industrial Control System
(ICS) Security [26]. Although these recommendations
are not enforceable, they can provide guidance for
analyzing the security of most utility companies.
ISA (a society of industrial automation and control
systems) is developing ISA-SP 99: a security standard
to be used in manufacturing and general industrial
controls.
The use of wireless sensor networks in SCADA
systems is becoming pervasive, and thus we also
need to study their security. A number of companies
have teamed up to bring sensor networks in the field
of process control systems, and currently, there are
two working groups to standardize their communications [13], [15]. Their wireless communication proposal has options to configure hop-by-hop and end-toend confidentiality and integrity mechanisms. Similarly
they provide the necessary protocols for access control
and key management.

While all these efforts are important, we believe that
we need to find other incentives (e.g., new policies,
education and outreach efforts, or economic programs)
to complement these self-regulated standards.

4.2. Detection and recovery
Because we can never rule out successful attacks,
security engineering has recognized the importance of
detection and response to attacks. While traditional
intrusion detection systems look at network or computer system traces; control systems can provide a
paradigm shift for intrusion detection. In particular, by
monitoring the physical system for anomalies we may
be able to detect attacks that are undetectable from the
IT side.
In addition, intrusion detection systems have not
considered algorithms for detecting deception attacks
against estimation and control algorithms. In particular,
previous detection of deception attacks launched by
compromised sensor nodes assume a large number of
redundant sensors [31]: they have not considered the
dynamics of the physical system and how this model
can be used to detect a compromised node. Furthermore, there has not been any detection algorithm to
identify deception attacks launched by compromised
controllers or sensors.
Another key aspect for detecting attacks is to provide
enough information awareness to operators of control
systems. Operators may need to be trained to detect
possible attacks, and to have a properly defined protocol or guideline on how to respond and recover from
them.
In the particular case of SCADA systems successful
attacks aim to change the master station perception
of the environment modifying the semantic of the
information. At the same time the attackers want to
minimize the manipulation of hardware and software.
This is done deceiving some of the nodes. Traditional
intrusion detection systems hardly work against these
types of attacks. An approach to detection is to use
linear classical estimation techniques based on models of the environment. Both physical attacks where
the structural properties of the system are modified
and integrity attacks on both sensor and control data
must be detected. Nodes sense the environment and
transmit the sensed information to the master station
that performs aggregation and data analysis. Based
on the sensor data the master station will compute
an estimate of the state of the system. Such estimate
can then be used to make decisions or control. Both
sensing and control data are sent using communication
networks and are therefore subject to denial of service

and integrity attacks. In the latter, in particular, an
attacker may alter the sensor reading approaching the
node and modifying its neighborhood so that it senses
artificial values. These are not technical attacks against
the sensor network itself since hardware and software
can remain genuine. So traditional intrusion detection
techniques are not adequate.
Another approach is to implement a model-based
detection scheme, cast as game between the detector
and the attacker, where, given a desired probability of
false alarm, the detector tries to maximize the detection
probability, while the attacker will attempt at minimizing such probability via intelligent manipulation
of the data sent by the compromised components.
Initial results are available for dynamical systems that
can be modeled as linear time-invariant with additive
Gaussian noise.
To address the challenge of the interaction between
the (cyber-) IT systems and the physical component
methods from the area of hybrid systems has been
proposed. Hybrid systems [18] have been a topic of
intense research for the past decade, in the boundary
between computer science and control engineering.
They provide a unified framework for jointly modeling
continuous systems (like the power transmission and
distribution processes) and discrete systems (like the
SCADA systems).
An essential task for facilitating the operator’s
response is its information awareness. Research on
human-computer interaction for improving the awareness of the operator is a key research challenge.
Besides recovery with a human in the loop there is
also a need for automatic recovery. Because CPS use
autonomous, real-time decision making algorithms for
controlling the physical world, attacks may introduce
new challenges for the design and analysis of secure
systems. We can bring ideas from control theory such
as reconfiguration or fault-detection and isolation, to
design autonomous and real-time detection and response algorithms for safety-critical applications that
require real-time responses.

4.3. Resilience
There are several security design principles that can
be useful for designing control systems that can survive
attacks [3], [24]. Redundancy, for example, is a way
to prevent a single-point of failure. Diversity is a
way to prevent that a single attack vector can compromise all the replicas (the added redundancy). And
the principle of least-privilege, and the separation of
privilege (also known as separation of duty) principle

are design guidelines to limit the amount to privileges
that a corrupted entity can have.
Physical and analytical redundancies should be
combined with security principles (e.g., diversity and
separation of duty) to adapt or reschedule its operation during attacks. For example, under sensor faults
or when only intermittent sensory information is available, the system should be able to operate using openloop control for a sufficient amount of time.
We also need to design novel robust control and
estimation algorithms that consider more realistic attack models from a security point-of-view. These attack models should model deception and DoS attacks.
Under the influence of such attacks, these algorithms
should optimize the worst-case performance. Game
theoretic techniques developed in economics for modeling rational adversaries might also be useful for this
task.
Finally, the complex manner in which closed-loop
dynamics of controlled systems (that are modeled by
differential or difference equations) with the actions
imposed by the behavior of networked components
(the actions being random or malicious) mandates a
re-thinking of the traditional “separation principle”
in which security approaches to control systems are
designed and deployed at enterprise or regulatory level
and controllers are designed at physical or regulatory
level. For example, it is not enough to design access
control policies without taking into account the consequence analysis determining answers to “what if” type
questions. Such a consequence analysis must factor
the behavior of closed-loop dynamics under attacks on
network components.

4.4. Deterrence
Deterrence usually depends on successful legislation, law enforcement, and international collaboration
for tracking crimes committed outside our borders.
We believe that the identification of new deterrence
mechanisms for the security of CPS is a promising
area of research.

are enormous limitation in testing attacks and countermeasures in a real system. Recently, a SCADA
testbed for the power system has been developed
at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaignin
[21]. Sandia National Laboratories SCADA testbed
is an example of a government sponsored testbed.
The European community has also started working on
creating a SCADA security testbed [7]. Within TRUST,
an initiative between Vanderbilt University and the
University of California at Berkeley focus on building
a SCADA testbed. The testbed allows different variants
for the various components of the system, see figure 1.

Figure 1. TRUST SCADA Tesbed

6. Conclusions
We have presented the current status of the field of
secure control. We identified some unique properties
that these systems have in comparison to traditional
IT systems and proposed some new research challenges based on the physical models of the process
being controlled. Our research challenges are mostly
unsolved and we believe that future research in these
areas can provide an additional level of security to
control systems.

5. Building a Testbed for Cyber Physical
Systems
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